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Previous attempts to tune the electrical properties of large-scale graphene via nanopatterning have led to serious degradation of the key electrical parameters that make graphene a desirable material for electronic devices. We use thermal nanoimprint lithography to pattern wafer-scale graphene on a 4-in. wafer with prefabricated 25 mm² devices. The nanopatterning process introduces a modest decrease in carrier mobility and only a minor change in residual doping. Due to the rapid fabrication time of approximately 90 min per wafer, this method has potential for large-scale industrial production. The chemiresistive gas sensing response towards NO₂ was assessed in humid synthetic air and dry air, with devices showing a response to 50 ppb of NO₂ only when nanopatterned.
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Since initial excitement regarding the isolation of graphene,1 many groups have successfully modified the properties of graphene via chemical or physical modification. One such strategy is to use nanopatterning to create either a transport gap2 for use in transistors or to create adsorption sites for gas sensors.3 Previous nanopatterning methods have used electron beam lithography (EBL)4 or block-copolymer (BCP)5 lithography to pattern etch masks. However, the inherent serial nature of EBL imposes a severe limit to the overall throughput, which presents a challenge in terms of upsizing for industry applications. On the other hand, BCP lithography has the theoretical capability to provide wafer-scale self-assembling nanostructures from a polymer spin-on process, but is technically very difficult to realise without significant wafer-to-wafer reproducibly issues and local spatial variability issues. In contrast, nanoimprint lithography (NIL) masks can be fabricated using a single EBL exposure and then reused.5 Once the NIL mask is fabricated, nanopatterned graphene can be produced with the extraordinary pattern density of EBL.4 In combination with the well-established fast and reliable throughput and low cost of ownership of NIL, this seems to be ideal for upsizing to commercial production.

In early demonstrations of NIL nanopatterning of exfoliated graphene,6 the electrical properties were significantly affected compared to the results obtained with as-exfoliated graphene. Here, we present an approach that combines NIL with a laser-ablation method we introduced earlier,7 which converts a 4-in. silicon wafer with a transferred single-layer chemical vapor deposited graphene sheet into (5 mm × 5 mm) electrical devices with sub-100 nm nanopatterning. We show that these devices are subject to relatively weak perturbations of the electrical properties, while providing the expected enhancement of the gas sensing response, in the role of a chemiresistive gas sensor device.

Figures 1(a)–1(d) show a schematic of our fabrication process for millimetre-sized devices. Initially, electrodes of 5 nm Cr/45 nm Au were defined via a shadow mask using electron beam evaporation onto a 100 mm diameter silicon wafer with a top passivation layer of 300 nm SiO₂, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Then, wafer-scale graphene was grown7 at 1000 °C on electropolished copper foil of 25 μm thickness9 optimized for single-layer growth10 and transferred by standard processes11,12 resulting in graphene covering the entire wafer with prefabricated electrodes, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(c) illustrates how the graphene devices were defined via selective laser ablation,7 which leaves the electrical properties of graphene unaffected.13 The above processing steps are designed to minimize contact with solvents/water as well as to avoid resist residues, which are known to degrade electrical parameters of graphene14 and which can interfere with the following imprint processing steps. The devices are immediately ready for electrical characterization; these measurements may be used as a quality control step before NIL so that further processing is only implemented on wafers/devices of sufficient quality/homogeneity, as previously defined in Ref. 15. Figures 1(e)–1(h) show the NIL process, which was performed using a CNI v2.0 imprint tool from NIL Technology. We began by spinning 85 nm mr-I
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7010E resist at 1750 rpm for 60 s [see Fig. 1(e)]. The NIL master was created using a JEOL JBX-9500 electron beam lithography system and consists of multiple 5 mm master areas, with a center-to-center distance between the devices of 10 mm. The pattern was imprinted at a temperature of 130 °C and a pressure of 6 bars for 10 min [Fig. 1(f)]. A reactive ion etch with a mixture of 2 sccm of O2 and 20 sccm of N2 with an RF power of 20 mW was performed to define the pattern, as shown in Fig. 1(g). Although the pitch of our NIL mask is constant, some control over the neckwidth was achievable by varying the etching time compared to the default time of 60 s. Finally, the resist was removed in warm acetone. Figure 1(h) shows a single 5 mm × 5 mm device with numbered electrodes, with the close-up indicating the nanopattern.

Electrical measurements were performed using dual configurations, i.e., with two different current-voltage probe configurations on the device. Following the notation in Fig. 1(h): Configuration A (Source = 1, Drain = 2, V+ = 4, V− = 3) and configuration C (Source = 2, Drain = 3, V+ = 1, V− = 4) are used to determine the resistances R_A and R_C, from which the sheet resistance R_{sh} can be calculated using the following formula\(^{16}\)

\[
e^{-\frac{\phi}{kT}} + e^{-\frac{\phi}{kT}} = 1.
\]

Two Keithley 2400 source-measure units provided the supplied and measured current, with voltage measurements performed using a Keithley 2700 and multiplexing switching performed using a Keithley 7705. Electrical measurements were carried out in dry nitrogen at 30 °C as described in Ref. 14.

Raman spectroscopy maps were obtained using a Thermo Scientific DXRxi Raman spectrometer with a 532 nm laser at 3 mW, a collection time of 5.5 ms, and a pixel density of 100 mm\(^{-2}\) and analyzed following Ref. 17.

Gas sensing measurements were performed using a Linkam LN600P heated, gas-tight probe station combined with a MTI GSL-LCD-4Z mass flow controller system and a standard bubbler with deionized water for controlling humidity. Prior to each measurement, the device was thermally annealed at 150 °C for 2 min in order to degas adsorbents and subsequently allowed to thermally stabilize at the measurement temperature for 5 min. All gases were diluted in dry synthetic air of purity 99.999% with the gas flow input to the measurement chamber kept at 100 sccm at all times.

The devices were measured before [as in Fig. 1(d)] and after NIL [as shown in Fig. 1(h)], with a measurement example shown in Fig. 2(a). Here, we observe an increase in sheet resistance at the charge neutrality point (CNP) from 6.2 kΩ to 26 kΩ and a decrease in carrier mobility from 2.3 × 10\(^3\) cm\(^2\)/Vs to 4.5 × 10\(^3\) cm\(^2\)/Vs; this is the largest change observed in any of the studied devices. The horizontal position of the CNP changes slightly from −1.5 V to 0.5 V, corresponding to a change in the carrier density \(n\) of 1.4 × 10\(^11\) cm\(^−2\). These modest changes in mobility and doping seem to be a considerable improvement from the significant degradations of previous methods for dense nanopatterning\(^{4,18}\) where a reduction in the mobility of over a factor of 10\(^2\)−10\(^4\) has typically been reported.

Figure 2(b) shows, for the device shown in Fig. 2(a), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of representative regions of the nanopatterned graphene. The pattern is uniform and extends across the entire device area of 5 mm × 5 mm except for relatively small regions with minor irregularities. Such pattern artefacts are often attributed to dust/defects, which affects the local NIL pattern transfer. Only a few resist residues were visible across the devices, which may partially explain the relatively small change in doping after NIL processing in our devices.\(^{14}\) Our specific NIL mask has four distinct 5 mm × 5 mm areas with a pitch/neckwidth [as defined in Fig. 2(d) inset] of 200 nm/100 nm, 200 nm/120 nm, 200 nm/140 nm, or 300 nm/160 nm. This leads to a total number of holes per device of 6.25 × 10\(^6\) (pitch 200 nm) or 0.28 × 10\(^6\) (pitch 300 nm).

Large-area Raman spectroscopy maps of 5000 spectra were recorded for devices before [as shown in Fig. 1(d)] and
after processing [as shown in Fig. 1(h)] to assess any changes in defect density. The measured intensity ratio $I(D)/I(G)$ of the D- and G-peaks is a qualitative coverage-independent measure of lattice defects and sp$^3$ bond density in graphene.\textsuperscript{19} Histograms showing $I(D)/I(G)$ for device 1 before and after NIL are shown in Fig. 2(c), where only a slight increase in the mean of $I(D)/I(G)$ from 0.75 to 0.93 is observed for device 1 after processing. A small increase in $I(D)/I(G)$ suggests that the NIL resist protects the graphene well from the etching process and that any defects present in the nanopatterned devices are mainly attributable to factors induced prior to fabrication (i.e., from growth and transfer).

The change in doping density was $10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$ or less for all ten devices as shown in Fig. 2(d), and for all but one of the devices, an increase in p-doping was observed. The slight increase defect density is consistent with our observation of only a small decrease in carrier mobility.\textsuperscript{19} Statistical uncertainties in carrier doping and mobility were calculated from the variation between the calculated vdP values and the A and C configurations, as described in Ref. 15, taking into account that the uncertainty of the neck-width was determined from SEM images. The neck-width is defined in Fig. 2(d), inset. In Fig. 2(e), the relative decrease in mobility is shown for all samples, with a factor of 5 representing the worst case, also shown in Fig. 2(a). There are several possibilities for the small doping level compared to what is typically observed by PMMA-based electron beam lithography, which was for instance found to be of order $3–7 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$ for graphene antidot lattices with neckwidths comparable to ours.\textsuperscript{20} NIL-based lithography avoids irradiating the sample by electrons, which is known to cause detrimental effects in graphene devices.\textsuperscript{20} For high density patterns, near contacts and edges and for miniaturized devices, elastic and inelastic electron scattering effects can lead irradiation outside the areas intended for patterning. These stray electrons can not only cause unwanted proximity effects and pattern distortion.
but also cause direct damage to the graphene at electron energies well below the 85 keV threshold for knock-on damage.\textsuperscript{21,22} The most frequently used and studied positive electron beam resist in graphene research, PMMA, is not only chain-scissioned but also cross-linked under electron beam irradiation, which would make residues less soluble and ultimately increase doping levels compared to NIL. Moreover, the carrier mobility can also be reduced in patterned areas,\textsuperscript{23} and since the patterns in samples such as ours are fairly dense, we attribute the low level of doping and defect generation to the avoidance of electron beam irradiation.

One of the most well-established applications of nanopatterned graphene is for the enhancement of the chemiresistive gas sensing response. To assess the chemiresistive response for the fabricated structures against typical results from nanopatterned graphene devices in the literature, we performed gas sensing measurements. The chemiresistive response to 50 ppb NO\textsubscript{2} gas is shown in Fig. 2(f) for both dry and ambient conditions with approximately 30\% relative humidity (RH). We observe a significant response to NO\textsubscript{2} only after nanopatterning, consistent with previous measurements on nanopatterned graphene.\textsuperscript{3} Llobr\textsuperscript{et al.}\textsuperscript{24} suggested that the edges of graphene patterns act as adsorption sites, which can both change the average time the reagents spend in contact with the device and enhance charge transfer. In all gas sensing measurements, the graphene was initially p-doped. Electrons transferred from the device to NO\textsubscript{2} caused further p-doping, as seen from the measured decrease in $\Delta R/R_0$. We note a lack of recovery when NO\textsubscript{2} flow was terminated and significant drift of the resistance, which we attribute to the abovementioned enhanced binding of adsorbed molecules on edges of the nanopatterned devices.\textsuperscript{25} This is consistent with our observation of the smaller response for the second NO\textsubscript{2} injection. We found that the sensor could be reset with a 2 min anneal at 150°C and that it likely that measurements performed at higher temperature could allow for accelerated desorption under neutral gas conditions and thus faster recovery. In a humid atmosphere, conventional solid-state gas sensors are known to be affected in several ways.\textsuperscript{26–28}

For our nanopatterned graphene sensors, we observe a decreased response in the presence of humidity, while for non-patterned graphene, the introduced noise was sufficient to obscure any gas response. We note that even in the humid atmosphere, NO\textsubscript{2} levels below the EU inhalation limits\textsuperscript{29} were detected with the nanopatterned devices, which underpins the potential of efficient, large-area nanopatterning methods as a route to better, real-world graphene-based gas sensors.

We demonstrate a fast route to large-area nanopatterned graphene devices with remarkably low levels of defect generation and doping, as shown by electrical and Raman spectroscopy data collected before and after NIL processing. We attribute the low level of degradation of the electrical properties to the entire process flow which is designed to minimize device exposure to polymers, solvents, and electron irradiation, achieved by the combination of shadow masking, laser ablation, and NIL. Our fabrication method combines laser ablation, nanostencil-based metal deposition, and nanoinprint lithography, to provide a complete large-area nanopatterning and device fabrication approach, with excellent throughput (90 min for a 100 mm wafer). While the task of patterning the mask may still be time-consuming, once the mask is created, it can be used hundreds of times. Moreover, an inverse master stamp can be used to create multiple copies (potentially used in parallel), in effect eliminating the start-up cost for larger production scenarios. To demonstrate that the nanopatterned devices behave as expected, they were operated as gas sensors operating in ambient air, detecting NO\textsubscript{2} below the EU inhalation limits.
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